Quality Computer Assisted Mobile Learning (CAML) and Distance Education Leadership in Managing Technology Enhanced Learning Management System (TELMS) in the Malaysian Public Tertiary Education

Abstract—The success in the implementation of a quality computer assisted mobile learning and distance education in a Technology Enhanced Learning Management System is highly rely on the academic leadership in managing and application of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the tertiary level. The effectiveness of its leadership, knowledge, application and management of ICT and learning management system is of utmost important. Successful application and management includes quality and cost effectiveness of universities administration, CAML and distance education leadership development, organizational culture, academic staffs and students’ attitude and their commitment towards teaching and learning process, support towards the usage of state of the art techno-educational facilities, availability of ICT resources, maintenance and funding of a Learning Management System. This paper will discuss the above factors, which present a comprehensive framework for the implementation of a quality CAML and distance education environment in ICT application and management in the Malaysian public universities. Selected Fifty-two respondents from two Malaysian public universities which offer e Learning and distance education with Learning Management System were acquired. A survey questionnaire is used to determine the effectiveness of ICT and mobile learning application management. Data from the questionnaires were analyzed by using non-parametric and parametric statistics testing. Results of this study show there is significant different in the CAML and distance education leadership in TELMS and the application of ICT and its management in the Malaysian public universities. The study will also address the implementation elements necessary for transforming the public universities and its CAML and distance education teaching and learning process into an effective and result oriented computer assisted mobile learning management model in public universities.

Index Terms—Computer assisted mobile learning, Distance education leadership, Technology Enhanced Learning Management System, Public universities, Quality.

I. INTRODUCTION

The strong awareness of the importance of information and communication technology (ICT) in education has encouraged The Malaysian Ministry of Education and educationists throughout the country to explore the possibility of its usage in the computer enhanced teaching and learning process. The introduction of ICT laboratories in all secondary schools throughout the country starting from 1996 is the earliest ICT and e-learning projects by the Malaysian government (MOE (C) 1996). Until early 1990s, ICT and e learning application in the Malaysian education system (MES) is still at its infancy stage (Lee et. al, 2006). To most Malaysians, the concept of application of ICT and e learning in teaching and learning is just the usage of prepared guided education shareware and software to teach computer literacy and computer science for form four student who later will sit for the public examination at upper secondary level. Later the introduction of teaching Science and Mathematics in English (EteMS) by using laptop in class, which is another project, introduced by the government in 2002 till 2008 in the primary and secondary school system. All the Malaysian mega techno educational projects has set the platform of computer assisted mobile learning not only for the in-campus but a very good base for the distance e learning education in the tertiary level when public university start equip themselves with the advance Technology Enhanced Learning Management System (TELMS). Even with the proposal by the government to supply laptops on loan basis to all university students as well as equip wi-fi and broadband facility throughout the country. The main concern in this study is how effective the education leadership in managing of TELMS which will yield quality CAML by using laptops and PDAs in the Malaysian public universities which cater the philosophy of ‘Education for All’.

II. RELATED LITERATURE

The Malaysian government has emphasized the importance of Information Communication Technology (ICT) and interactive computer technology teaching and learning process in the education system. The government has played its role as architect to promote towards the implementation of various ICT and computer enhanced teaching and learning application projects in the education system. The successful application and management of ICT in EteMS (PPSMI) from 2002 to 2008 which cost RM6 billions covers all primary and secondary schools in the country. Merrill Lynch estimates global expenditure of education and training at over US$2 trillion and about 15% of the total expenditure are in the developing world (Stacey, 2000).

The Malaysian government has continue placing a lot of emphasis to bridging the digital divide between urban schools and rural schools of the country in responds to the global development of ICT and knowledge economy. In line with the development of Multimedia Corridor (MSC)
and realizing the Malaysian Vision 2020, curriculum should change amidst the changing needs of society and the advent of new technologies and the three integral factors that makes it inevitable for the change in the information curriculum centers around the changing societal needs, changing environment and the rapidly changing technologies (Abdullah, 2002).

The Malaysian government is gearing its efforts to stream line the country towards a knowledge base economy (K-Economy). Large amount of funds has been allocated and channeled towards this cause throughout the country. This efforts is to upgrade the ICT literacy and skills of the people, equalizing the distribution of ICT access contents by improving the ICT infrastructure supporting access, namely electricity and telecommunication infrastructures (Computime, August 12, 2002).

With the success of implementation of the technology enhanced teaching and learning in education. Computer literacy is the main concern and booster to further undertaking by the government. All educational institution at elementary till tertiary level in the country were equipped with ICT infrastructure and is connected and wired with latest ICT technologies. This is the Malaysian government’s mega initiative and it will be proven a catalyst towards ICT application and management in the education system of the country.

The demand of computers has picking up since the inception of the application in ICT technology in education. For example the personal computer market for the third quarter of year 2002 in the Asia pacific region has the total shipment of 5.6 million units (Computime, November 14, 2002).

Technological enhanced and driven teaching and learning process in the curriculum is due to the emerging digital technologies. Indefinitely it has increased the interest in the computerized delivery of education that led to e learning through electronic mail, Internet and intranet, world wide web (www) and multimedia. Alexander (2001) noted that by using technology in learning, this would produce advantages like improving the quality of learning, access to education and training, reduce cost of education and improve the cost-effectiveness. If any of the technology driven learning is to be successfully implemented, that is to follow the above mention ideas. By doing so, the uses of ICT would be able to reach everybody worldwide, cited Sbarca (2000).

Factors such as effectiveness of education leadership, knowledge, application and management of ICT and learning management system are of utmost important. Successful application and management includes quality and cost effectiveness of universities administration, CAML and distance education leadership development, organizational culture, academic staffs and students’ attitude and their commitment towards teaching and learning process, support towards the usage of state of the art techno-educational facilities, availability of ICT resources, maintenance and funding of a Learning Management System which contribute to the success of the introduction, application and managing of TELMS to achieve the targeted quality CAML among students from the public universities in Malaysia. It also includes the first four main components of management, which is the planning, and planning cycle, organizing, directing and controlling. The second category consist of the operational process followed by the third category of factors namely financial allocation disbursements and funding, training, students’ prior knowledge and university administrators’ prior knowledge of managing ICT and TELMS platform whereas the fourth category of factors which contribute to the effectiveness in application and managing initiatives that include management styles namely leadership. And lastly the fifth category of factors that constitute hardware, software, TELMS platform.

The success of its application and managing depend on the tactfulness of administrator who at least must well verse with some of the characteristics of computer application. This will benefit the tertiary education system of the country. University administrators are the person appointed in charge of commissioning of TELMS education platform management definitely put a lot of pressures on the management perspectives.

Quality and cost effectiveness in the application and managing TELMS is in fact depending much on the administrator. Even though the government has supply the entire basic necessary infrastructure to university. Administrators are entrusting with duties in restructuring such as organization structure to manage the TELMS platform in university. Administrator has to choose the best management models to manage. The general problems addressed here was how are tasks organized into individual jobs and how are jobs organized into administrative units and how are these combined into departments. The result is the restructuring of departments within an organization and each department containing a set of tasks to be performed by personnel in that department.

Would it be adaptive organization, flexible organization, lateral organization, the horizontal corporations and the centerless corporation? Or the virtual organization because technology will enable employees to communicate with other coworkers and customers without being physically located near them? (Overholt, 1997; Byrne, 1993; Pasternack and Viscio, 1998).

The fundamental purpose of all the organizational designs is to reduce the bureaucracy that stifles employee creativity and puts an unacceptable distance between the customer and the decision makers in the organization. Such organization pulls out all the stops to capitalize on their human resources, develop partnerships with other organization with common objectives and let the needs of the customer drive the actions of the organization (Dumain, 1991).

Furthermore, most of the management practices of today followed the system perspective, contingency perspectives, contemporary applied perspective and their various models, rather than maintaining the traditional hierarchical structures because many will increasingly make use of alliances among people and organizations (Lewis et.al 2001).

What about administrator’s leadership and style in the application and managing the TELMS platform in university? We have to consider the effectiveness of the leadership style because successful implementation depends much on the administrator’s leadership. A committed leader will see the successful implementation and fully utilize TELMS platform. Otherwise it will fail not just because of lack of resources but also because of human factors. It requires the same management commitment as other mission-critical organization-wide initia-
The latest would be the CAML through TELMS platform in the universities. Electronic books have become more prevalent instead. All this will added values to the existing technology in universities for change especially the education system have already faced the fast-paced culture. By providing internet and intranet facilities or e-learning and distance education solutions to the students, that will be able to turn change into an advantage and allowed people and organization to keep up with dynamic changes in the global perspective.

Internet is beginning to significantly elevate the whole concept of learning, by bringing together richness and extensive reach, developing a move from ‘point-driven’ learning to learning that support change and transition. (Fry, 2001). So to conclude the cost and sources and resources, time frame and infrastructures and its significant towards the application and management of TELMS platform in universities are more moderate development model has to propose likewise to eradicate the problems of implementation level such as bandwidth, standards and application, culture, difficulties with a piecemeal approach, technical difficulties and lake of infrastructures.

Another significant aspect in application and the management of TELMS platform is the teaching and learning culture. Even though we have a drastic change in terms of transforming academic towards a more technological centered one. But the question pose here are the academic and student community prepare for the change? Sometime traditional and conventional methodology still could be use but because of the challenges from the outside world, we need change. That is change for the better to be transforming towards the technological challenge of the information age.

Learning culture can be analyzed through the relationships between people namely academic staffs, students and society. And of cause through the management of resources which includes physical one like space, and non-physical one like time and people. Due to the fact that ICT is the core of education of future citizen and the kinds of changes designed in each university, how the changes modified the learning culture and the changes that happened in the way academic actually used ICT in their teaching and learning process (Azinian, 2001). So, teaching staffs are the people in the system that could carry out the function to create new learning and teaching culture in preparing students to face the challenging world of fast pace technology such as CAML and PDAs.

The effective change toward the learning culture whereby academic staffs must involved themselves in using the present advancement of ICT technologies and TELMS platform that provided and commissioned in the tertiary level to up-grade themselves towards the usage and applications not only to the teaching and learning process but also to their own learning process by continu ing upgrade themselves towards life-long learning concepts and practices. Therefore tertiary institution could be well preferred as learning organization to all its academic staffs.

University administrators, academic still have to prepare them in this perspective because study shown that, students retains their learning for longer periods if academic staffs in universities use multimedia to enhance their classes. So change in teaching and learning culture towards a more technological preferably quality CAML.
technology is inevitable in the tertiary education system. In term of organizational culture, one has to ask is the organization willing to invest in a paradigm shift from knowledge hoarding to knowledge sharing. Organizations that succeed in knowledge management are likely to view knowledge as an asset sharing of knowledge.

III. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE

The objectives of this study are to determine the effective application of TELMS platform in quality CAML and PDAs application in the MES. Figure 1 shows the theoretical framework.

This study also investigates the efficiency of university administrators in managing the TELMS platform and the effectiveness of its usage among students at the tertiary level. It also investigates the quality and cost effectiveness of university’s administration, learning culture, academic staffs and students’ attitude and commitment towards the technology enhanced teaching and learning process, support towards the use of educational technology, maintenance of ICT and TELMS platform in universities which affect the effectiveness of the management the quality CAML in an e learning and distance education setting. In addition, other factors are also taken into consideration, e.g. rural or urban students, curriculums and syllabus, managerial and technical support.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEPENDENT VARIABLE</th>
<th>INDEPENDENT VARIABLES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quality CAML and Distance Education Leadership in Managing TELMS in Public Universities</td>
<td>Culture (Perception, knowledge, technology transfer, attitude and change)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Management (Management knowledge, leadership)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Usage (curriculum)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintenance &amp; Resources (location, inventory, stocks, auditing, tangible and intangibles)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Users: Teaching and learning in CAML (background, prior knowledge, experience, qualification, ICT literacy, course attended)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Administrators &amp; academics (Experience, ICT &amp; TELMS platform)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Framework

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A survey questionnaire was given to 52 university administrators and academic staffs from two selected public university in Malaysia. The questionnaire consists of 79 questions divided into 2 parts. Part 1 consists of questions on the respondent’s demographics and Part 2 on the dependent and independent factors. Likert 5-point scale was used for the questions in Part 2. Parametric statistical tests were used to analyze the data.

V. RESULTS

A. Reliability of instrument

Cronbach Alpha statistic is found to be 0.859; therefore the reliability of the questionnaire is acceptable.

B. Descriptive Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. SUMMARY OF RESPONDENTS’ CHARACTERISTICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. GENDERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Respondent’s position held</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senior academic staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. RACE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Academic Achievement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor &amp; Master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Experience in Teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-10 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;21 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Experience in teaching using ICT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-3 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-6 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;7 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Attended ICT Course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Attended Education Management Course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1 and 1.2 above summarize the respondents’ characteristics. They are 25 male (48.1%) and 27 female (51.9%). The composition of race consist of 29 Malay (55.8%), 16 Chinese (30.8%) 5 Indian (9.6%) and 2 others (3.8%). Table 1.4 above shows all of the administrators and academic staffs possess high professional qualification in education and Table 1.5 above shows that almost half of the administrators have more than 10 years experience in teaching. Table 1.6 above show 88.5% of academic staffs experience between 1 – 3 years uses ICT in
the teaching and learning process. Table 1.7 above shows 86.5% of academic staffs attended ICT courses and they are experience and able in using ICT and TELMS platform very well in their teaching process. Table 1.8 above shows only 44.2 or less than half of the academics and administrators attended educational management course.

VI. INFERENTIAL STATISTICS

Table 2 above show there is a moderate and positive relationship between management of TELMS platform and students’ application of CAML in the surveyed. The government has funded only the basic ICT infrastructure to surveyed universities. The TELMS platform was acquired by the universities concern from the government allocation. Universities concerns are taking their own initiatives to upgrade the hotspot and wifi facilities to cater the need of the expanding student population. The supply of laptops to academic staffs of universities was stages but the computer laboratories in the universities are connected with internet and intranet system to enable the student to access and learn. However, if the student population were to increase, the government would not consider increase the funding. The administrators had to solicit funds from the various means. Students are using their study loan partially to obtain the laptop to enable them to acquire knowledge through the CAML. Therefore the factors for a successful innovation in the teaching and learning should be namely, first the knowledge and application of technology, secondly the supporting infrastructure and thirdly the empowering workers through professionals development. (Szabo, 1996)

Table 3 above shows there is a strong relationship between academic staffs' command of English Language and computer literacy which hinder the students' perception towards the academic staffs' usage of ICT to teach in class and in the laboratory. There are many discrepancies in this perspective such as academic staffs’ self efficacy in their teaching and learning process. Problem arise here are academic staffs’ command of English Language and computer literacy which hinder the progressive of dissemination of knowledge to student.

Table 4 shows that there is strong relationship between the ICT usage cultures in the surveyed universities. That is students’ perception towards the academic staffs’ usage of ICT to teach in class and in the laboratory. There are many discrepancies in this perspective such as academic staffs’ self efficacy in their teaching and learning process. Table 5 above shows that there is a moderate relationship between computer laboratory and TELMS platform and its management. Since its inception in 1990s until to date, the responsibilities of ICT laboratory’s and TELMS platform maintenance and management are totally relied entirely on the university administrator and ICT coordinator. Success or failures of ICT laboratory and TELMS platform management are relying on the skill of the administrator and coordinator. Many of them even themselves manage to acquire with minimal knowledge of computer technology.

VII. DISCUSSION

The contributing factors to the effective and quality computer assisted mobile learning and distance education leadership in managing TELMS in quality CAML in the Malaysia public universities are culture, management, usage, maintenance and resources, user that are teaching and learning by CAML and PDAs; administrator and academic staffs. Each of the above mentioned factors is equally important.

A successful and effective application of the TELMS platform facilities in the teaching and learning environment like CAML for the distance and e learning depend very much on the tactfulness of the administrators and academic staffs. Therefore, universities administrators’ challenges are to choose the best management models to manage TELMS platform upon the incorporation of this facility. Futtrel and Geisert (1984) stated that administrators are entrusted with duties and responsibilities. Administrators not only manage the organization as whole but also other units in that organization. Administrators could...
choose the departmental approach as ‘Top-Down’ organization based upon the grouping of various activities be cause an organization is a large machine that develops laws and principles, which governed the machine’s activities (Lucey, 1995).

Table 6 above shows there is significant difference between university administrators from the surveyed university in application and managing TELMS in quality CAML effectively. Its significant difference exist among universities may due to the unavailability of the general guidelines provided by the government in managing the appropriate procedure to be practiced. Therefore, the effectiveness in management of TELMS in universities depends much on the administrator’s own experience, TELMS platform and management knowledge

A committed administrator will yield the success implementation of quality CAML and TELMS platform. Otherwise it will fail, not because the lack of resources but due to human factors. Successful implementation of quality CAML and TELMS platform needs to be compelling to the audience it targets. Therefore, administrators have to think of a way and means of appealing to academic staffs and students to apply technology especially the computer technology in the teaching and learning process.

Leaders will play their roles by helping everybody in the organization, including gaining more insightful view of current reality and this is also in-line with a popular emerging view of leaders as coaches, guides or facilita tors. Therefore a visionary leadership with a clearly defined task could bring changes towards the successful implementation of quality CAML and TELMS platform in the teaching and learning process.

Hersey and Blanchard (1982) have proved that leadership is a process that influences activities towards achieving the objectives. Thus, administration is a two-pronged system in which solutions are offered and objectives are executed. Therefore, administrator is an individual who creates conducive working environment for his employees to strive towards excellence.

Table 7 shows there is a significant difference between the management of TELMS platform and effectiveness in application of quality CAML in universities. The significant difference between the management of TELMS platform in the surveyed universities may due to the administrators’ managerial effort towards the increase of the ICT infrastructure. If the users’ population increases, infrastructures have to be increase too. Administrators’ duty is to overseer adequate ICT infrastructure and its effective utilization. Therefore, the significant different may be accounted for the administrator’s less effort to equip the university with extra ICT infrastructures and other means. Further more, some administrators may let the ICT coordinator to handle all the problems. Different universities throughout Malaysia have its own ways of handing and manage the TELMS platform because there is no standard procedure of managing it.

In any organizations, workforce and human resources is the key in developing the organization. Nisbitt (1994) has listed ten characteristics in restructuring an organization. These traits are applicable in any situations; quality, intuitive beliefs, ideal leadership aptitude and gratuity towards the productivity.

Table 8 above shows that there is a significant differ ence between the maintenance of ICT laboratory and TELMS platform in universities and the effectiveness in application and management in universities.
efficient way to empower workforce with the skills and knowledge it needs to compete amid the rapid pace of change where knowledge management involves a mix of cultural, organizational, process, management and technology initiatives (Wild, Griggs and Downing, 2002).

Therefore knowledge gain by users through quality CAML through the distance and e-learning application empowers them to know more and learn faster with less cost, and to harness the power of information and knowledge which can result in greater productivity, increase profitability and enhance employees’ loyalty (Gunasekaran, 2002).

Note: Value of F Prob. = .000.smaller than α Level of 0.05

Table 9 above shows there is a significant difference between teaching and learning culture of using CAML and TELMS platform in the teaching and learning process from the surveyed universities. The significant different may be due to users’ background, attitude and prior knowledge of ICT application. Administrators will find difficulties in managing TELMS platform and infrastructure if there are no changes in the academic staffs and students’ attitude towards the quality CAML technology.

ICT is the core of education of future citizen and the kinds of changes designed in education system, how the changes modified the teaching learning culture and the changes that happened in the way academic staffs actually used ICT in their teaching and learning process. To rid of the existing conventional culture, academic staffs are the agent for change. Therefore, the academic staffs have to transform themselves before they can really transform the teaching and learning culture towards the using of TELMS platform in quality CAML in the teaching and learning process.

Academic staffs must use the advancement of the ICT to up-grade themselves in the teaching and learning process. This can be done by learning organization and lifelong learning concepts and practices. It is important because a total of 97% of college students today use Internet for research and 70% use the Internet daily (Hamm, 2000). It will bring cultural change to the tertiary education system.

Learning institution offers various self-development programs in helping the employees to be an expert in their chosen field. This is because the formal education that they received in other learning institutions does not necessarily reveal their ability in the post that they are holding now (Livingston, 1971). Thus, true learning process occurs while they are working in the real office atmosphere (Revans, 1980).

Therefore Cohen (1980) suggested that the training and learning received while they are working will improve their knowledge, stimulate their ability and attitude and their sense of responsibility towards their organization. Senge (1990) also suggested that learning is an on-going process that each individual in the organization has to participate in discovering his or her hidden talents that eventually will lead to success especially providing good and effective service to the general public’s and carry out their corporate responsibility towards the success of implementation of all the planned projects for the general public’s well being.

Changes of teaching and learning culture are inevitable. One has to ask the willingness of organization to invest in a paradigm shift from knowledge hoarding to knowledge sharing. Organizations that succeed in knowledge management are likely to view knowledge as an asset and to develop organizational norms and values to support the creation and sharing of knowledge (Devendorf et al., 1998).

VIII. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

The continuous evaluation of the effectiveness in the application and management of TELMS platform in the Malaysian public universities has to be carrying out to check its maximum utilization and the successful implementation of quality CAML project. The significant difference among the surveyed universities has show signs of inefficiency in the application and managing of LMS platform. The effective deployment of TELMS platform in tertiary education in Malaysia has to be properly planned because ICT come with intranets and extranet which offer a very capable platform for delivering a comprehensive learning and performance support environment and this will incorporates traditional methods as well as technology-led learning (Young, 2001).

By far Malaysia is one of the front-runners in this region in term of technology usage and application in education. Slowly by inculcating the new techno-education culture, we are able to realize the country’s vision. In addition, there are many independent educational portal exist to facilitate the smooth running of quality CAML teaching and learning processes throughout the country.

All public universities should have combined effort and standardize the Learning Management System (LMS) in the dissemination of knowledge towards the adult learners in the country by setting up a standardized ICT and e-learning portal under the patronage of the Ministry of Higher Learning.

The quality CAML application and culture have to be synchronizing to that of the most cost effective method because the impacts of TELMS platform uses may well depend on national culture and its specific idiosyncrasies of the economic environment in which they are embedded. (Spanos et al 2001)

The success in application and managing of TELMS platform in quality CAML in universities require skillful, dynamic, experienced, confident and committed administrators and academic staffs. They make a difference in influencing students’ learning and it has been postulated that competency in delivering effective instruction is a function of academic knowledge and skill in the progress of tertiary education.
Another recommendation will be the understanding of religion among the administrators especially Islam, because it considers all kinds of activities inclusive of management as ibadah (pious deeds). This is because Islam is a perfect way of life and encompasses all aspects (l'tikad or iman) and human daily conducts (mu'amalat). Thus, man should perform his duty and responsibility with much sincerity and honesty. The effective and quality management in Islam involves two paradigms, namely a vertical line concept and a horizontal line concept. This relation is to fulfill man’s duties as a vicegerent of Allah on earth as shown in the Al-Quran’s Surah al-Baqarah, verse 30 and 34:

"Indeed, human being is considered to be honorable and special, so he is eligible to manage and plan for themselves and other beings on earth. It is not only to fulfill worldly needs but more to achieve the purity spiritually so as to gain Allah’s pleasure (Keridaan)."

Therefore, in conclusion, success in the implementation of a quality computer assisted mobile learning and distance education in a Technology Enhanced Learning Management System from the Islamic perspectives of management are:-

i. Characteristics of effective and quality Islamic management must follow the concept of syurar’ so it will be timeless and adaptable

ii. Individual function in effective and quality Islamic management is to submit oneself to Allah’s wills

iii. Philosophy of work in effective and quality Islamic management must follow the good intention (al-niyah or nawawit) because work is considered as ‘ibadah’

iv. Motivation in effective and quality Islamic management is to possess what is lawful and commanded by Allah (mardhatillah)

LIMITATION OF STUDY

The sample size for the survey is small. However, it will be increased in the final study.
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